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Myanmar health care broken under military rule
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As international donor aid
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poured into nearby coun
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Despite the neglect, Nwe
and a small army of other
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$52, $34 and $67 per capita
respectively in 2010,
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dedicated women have con
tinued to fan out across the

country's vast rice basket to
help the sick. They walk, ride
buses, climb inside rickety
boats and hop on the backs
of motorbikes to reach

patients who have no other
source of medical care.

The work is exhausting,
and Nwe knows no matter

how hard she pushes her
self, it will never be enough
to help everyone. But she
says now, for the first time,
there's reason to hope.
"I'm not seeing it here
yet," she says, softly. "I

tries, with Cambodia,

That, combined,with the

junta's disregard, meant
most people i%Myanmar,
also known apurma, had*

to pay for what liftle health
care they received, or do
without.'

Wracked.by corruption
and mismanagement, the
country's overall health
care system was ranked sec
ond worst in the world by
the World Health

Organization in 2000. The
government spent the least
■of any countiy wprldwide

on health in 2009, as a per
centage of the country's
gross domestic product.
Its people pay the price in
many ways:
_ Myanmar has Southeast
Asia's highest death rates
for newborns, infants and
children under 5.

_ AIDS kills an estimated

18,000 people a year, and
the country remains one of,
the hardest in which to
receive HIV treatment.

_ Tuberculosis is at nearly
triple the global rate, and
Myantaar has the highest
number of malariarelated
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And all this is happening
in a resourcerich country
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neighbors.
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firsthand knowledge of the
challenges.
In the U.S. earlier this
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tions with foreign universi
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quality of the country's
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that infant, child and mater
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top priority.
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Off the rocky, rutted dirt an area of the country rou
track in a faraway corner of , tinely hit by flooding and

note that the government
has doubled staffing at the

the Delta where midwife

disasters  Cyclone Nargis

local health center to deal

coordinator.

Nwe works, UNICEF  not

killed more than 100,000

with the heavy patient load.

Myanmar once had a
strong health and education
system and could recover,
he said, "but it's just going
to take time and it's going

the government  has been
running a program that
provides vitamin and min
eralpacked sachets called
Sprinkles to 3,000 children
under age 3. The micronu

people in 2008.
Nwe quickly rattles off a
wish list of improvements

Doubled, that is, from one

to take a serious commit
ment from the international

community, not just finan
cial but technical." *

trients are added to food to

help ward off anemia
caused by a lack of iron in

she'd like to see: more

health workers and sup
plies, better infrastructure
and transportation for staff
and patients.
But she's also quick to

to two.

It's a ve'ry small thing,
she knows, but it's enough
to make her hope for more.
And that's something she
never would have dared in

the past.  AP

An HIVinfected woman (centre) receives medication through an intravenous drip after she faint
ed, as another HIV patient (right) is also treated in a hut shared with other HIV patients at an

HIV/AIDS hospice on the outskirts of Yangon, Myanmar.

